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If you have always wanted to be an adventurer like the heroes of the Lands Between, then rise and conquer your dreams in the epic fantasy tale of the epic romantic legend that is Tarnished
Prince! FEATURES: - Pursue Your Dreams The Lands Between are a world teeming with life and numerous dangers. In order to find the road to fame and fortune in the world of Tarnished
Prince, you must devote yourself to practice and train to obtain the necessary skills and weaponry. Through an in-depth and deep system of class and customization, equip yourself with the
gear of Tarnished Prince, and lead a dangerous path into the countless unknown worlds in the Lands Between. - A Seamless Adventure The Lands Between are a vast world where the
landscapes and people are alike. However, Tarnished Prince offers the unique fantasy world of a seamless adventure in which the locations and situations directly related to a quest are
seamlessly connected, and the depth of the path to a future where all the heroes live in harmony is deep and overwhelming. - Convenient Online Play In addition to the convenient and fun
offline play of crafting your own character, you can freely combine the gear, weapons, and magic that you equip. You can develop your character according to your play style, such as
increasing your muscle strength to become a strong warrior, or mastering magic. Enjoy the additional benefit of being able to feel the presence of others and do battle with them anytime you
like. - A Variety of Weapons and Magic The combat system of Tarnished Prince can be easily turned to your style. Just enjoy the thrill of various weapons and magic. Equip yourself with
powerful and varied weapons for attack and defense. - Epic Fantasy Drama A multilayered story in which the various thoughts of the characters are connected together in the Lands Between.
The depth of the story revolves around the main character who is engaged in an adventure with a mystery, as well as the relationship between the main character and other characters. - A
New World, Untold Stories, and Unusual Battles A new fantasy world full of adventure, a fascinating storyline, and a unique battle system await you in the Lands Between. Thus, enjoy the
thrill of the new world, make new acquaintances, and experience your own story in a fantasy world of unparalleled quality. CONTENTS: Basic Rules FAQ SCREENSHOTS ETC. * Check game
contents before buying ※ Players should be at

Features Key:
A Fantasy Setting Developed according to Action Game Standards
A Dramatic Online Story
A Multiplayer Experience With Easy to Manage Interface
And Many More …

A Comprehensive Strategy Game With Active Play Elements

The strategy gameplay entwines intuitive and precise commands, physics-based swordsmanship, and deep RPG elements, to advance your character by aligning with one of four opposing alliances. This balanced gameplay between the action side and the RPG side provides the most complete and "mature" fantasy action game experience.

Encounter with Intense Drama

In addition to the action gameplay, a robust online world, that interconnects seamlessly with the online connection, looms over your every step. In this universe, political conflicts, the secrets of ancient civilizations, and various places full of death exist, and even if you succeed in advancing, you may not reach the end of the story. Though imperfect and tragic, the story lets
you experience the drama of challenging role-playing experiences.

A Winning Point

Elden Ring has been receiving acclaim for its beautiful environments and challenging gameplay as the final fantasy in the action genre that provides the best balance between action and role-playing.

Elden Ring is now available for the PlayStation 4 and Xbox One in Japan, and the Windows PC and Mac in North America and Europe.
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